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	Text8: 
	Comments: This form is for the GOES-18 SEISS Magnetospheric Particle Sensor-Low Energy (MPS-LO) L1b product. The panel has concluded that the product is Fully validated. Some comments:Overall G18 MPS-LO is operating nominally and generally behaving and trending very similar to FM1 and FM2 currently flying on GOES-16 and GOES-17. Some data issues are present with all 3 instruments, but despite these problems, the Space Weather Prediction Center (SWPC) stated during the Provisional review about 1 year ago that they can still gain useful information about spacecraft charging, etc., from the MPS-LO data. SWPC was not available to present at this review. Some of the ongoing issues include:- High backgrounds, resulting in negative fluxes. Significant progress has been made on this issue since it was first noticed on early flight models several years ago, most notably a method to use empirical background removal coefficients to alter background values and minimize false negative radiances. - Interzonal crosstalk: This issue has been partially resolved, but is still occasionally a problem, especially in the electron counts.- When high background values are present, the signal can be low relative to these higher values, resulting in higher than normal uncertainty in the measured data.- Significant errors in the absolute values of the reported fluxes: As with many on-orbit sensors, we never know the actual "truth" measurement, so it's difficult to quantify measurement errors. Nonetheless data suggests that the absolute values of the fluxes can sometimes be at least an order of magnitude wrong. One cause of this is a decline in the sensitivity of the instrument, known as the MCP gain. Some adjustments in voltage are possible to correct for this change in sensitivity, and some have been made. But this is an issue that should continue to be monitored and corrected as much as possible.


